Anne Kelly, PCC, CMC
A New Leaf Coaching
(301) 693-9580/Frederick, MD
www.CertifiedCoachMentor.com
CertifiedCoachMentor@earthlink.net

Summary

• Certified Mentor Coach, ICF Core Competency Trainer, ICF Community of Practice lead
• Expert in Coaching, Training, Leadership, Teams, Communication, Executive Coaching, ICF
Coach Mentoring, Learning Environment Facilitator and Faculty

• Federal Trainer and facilitator since 1992, certified business coach since 2006
• Qualified to administer and interpret the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI®), Team Profile,
Change & Transition, Process Improvement, Creator of the Synchronicity Mirror Kit©
Credentials

• Professional Certified Coach, PCC (2006); Certified Mentor Coach, CMC (2016)
• Member - International Coach Federation - Metro DC Chapter; Maryland ASTD-ATD; Foundation
for Inspired Learning; ICF Community of Practice lead

• Bachelor of Science, Administration; Dept of Army Certified Trainer and Facilitator (1992)
• Master Certified Inspired Learning Facilitator™ and Faculty instructor (2008)
• Certified Leadership, Education and Development Trainer (2001)
Organizational experience – Federal, municipal, and private clients include:
• The National Park Service
• Individual/group coach mentoring
• Department of Transportation

• Department of Defense

• Frederick Community College

• Department of Veterans Affairs

• Department of Agriculture

• ICF Metro DC Community of Practice

Instructional offerings include
• Coach Competency certification
training for professional coaches

• Myers Briggs Type Indicator (Step
I™ and Step II™)

• Trust, Team Building and Leadership for
National Park Service

• Process Improvement/Process
Action Teams

• New Supervisors’ Seminar

• Managing Change and Transition

• Active Listening for Leaders

• Advanced Leadership Skills

• Total Quality Management

• Coaching and Communication

• Group/Individual Coach Mentoring

• Inspired Learning Model™

See much more at A New Leaf Coaching LinkedIn page
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Participant evaluations of Anne Kelly
Mentor, Coach, Learning Facilitator
Coach Mentoring
•

“Anne is gifted in creating a safe space for exploration and growth. The value I received
from our three hours of mentor coaching was immense. Anne’s ability to create a clear
agenda and structure and her preparation for each session is outstanding. Listening to
the recorded sessions from coaching my clients was very beneficial. We discussed
our insights and focused on applying the ICF Core Competencies. Anne reenforced
learning with handouts and other resources after each call. Anne’s passion for
coaching is contagious. Thank you Anne for your assistance meeting my goal of
recertification and more importantly, inspiring me to set a goal for applying for my
PCC.”
Pat H, ACC, December 2016

Coaching
•

•

•
•

•

•

“Anne’s coaching style is calm, insightful and deeply supportive. She has a great ability
to hold the space for the coachee to think, reflect and have insights and she continued
to build my insights over the duration of the program, yet always keeping me in the
driver's seat.”
“I loved the way Anne reflected what I said over the duration of the program and helped
me build a sense of my journey. She was deeply respectful and nurturing and
completed the journey with a great summary document.”
“In particular, if you have deeper questions about life, then Anne is the coach for you. I
whole-heartedly recommend Anne as a coach.”
“With Anne’s methods of helping me to see my own value and my own capability - I am
turning my life around. I look forward to each day. I believe in Anne’s methods. Just let
it happen - be willing and open to the miracles. I find I welcome the doors that close on
me now because the windows that open for me are so much more magnificent. My
‘failures’ are not failures at all but merely openings to new avenues of success I could
not have predicted.”
“I found Anne’s Synchronicity Mirror Kit© (SMK) to be a powerful tool and easy to
complete. It provided me with increased awareness that I am on the right career path. I
uncovered the events of the past and how they were stepping stones to the life I
presently desire. As a result of being coached through a SMK Break-Through session,
it’s clear to me what I want to do with my holistic business and where to find the
courage to proceed. The SMK prompted me to commit to two key actions that will
move me towards the life of my dreams. Thank you Anne!”
"Anne has impeccable integrity, a wide variety of resources to offer, a kind heart and a
beautiful sense of humor. Working with her helped me to gain clarity, strength and
momentum. I am now achieving goals I only dreamed of."

Coach Training

Executive Coaching

Coach Mentoring

